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AUDIT STRUCTURE
Audit Process
Step 1
Review Source Code
Step 2
Send Custom Quote
Step 3
Manual line-by-line code reviews by multiple auditors to ensure the logic behind
each function
Step 4
SmartContract Test on Testnet
Step 5
Suggest remediations
Step 6
Complete audit & provide certificate

Audit Package Selected
Type of Analysis
Manual Review: Yes
Dynamic Analysis: Yes
Static Analysis: Yes
Tests On Testnet: Yes

Type of Publication
Website Audit Publication: Yes
Twitter Audit Publication: Yes
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SUMMARY
Project Details
Project Name: TOKE
Platform: BSC
Language: Solidity
Source Code: Click here
Deployed: Yes
Liquidity Locked: Not Provided
Team Tokens Locked: Not Provided
Anon Team: Yes
Lines of Code: 2284 With Comments
Website: Tokethetoken
Project’s Social Media:

Vulnerability Check
Total Issues: 0
Critical: 0
Medium: 0
Low: 0
Discussion: 1
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ISSUES CHECKER TABLE
Issue Description
1. Complier Errors
2. Race Conditions and Reentrancy.
Cross-function race Conditions
3. Possible delays in data delivery
4. Oracle calls
5. Front Running
6. Timestamp dependence
7. Integer Overflow and Underflow
8. DoS with Revert
9. DoS with block gas limit
10. Methods execution permissions
11. Economy model of the contract
12. The impact of the exchange rate on the logic
13. Private user data leaks
14. Malicious Event log
15. Scoping and Declarations
16. Uninitialized storage pointers
17. Arithmetic accurancy
18. Design Logic
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TESTS
Smart-Contract link

https://testnet.bscscan.com/address/0xbc4ced7bdef9a31d92e0e5d30cc7a69e6455680d

DxSale Creation

https://testnet.bscscan.com/tx/0xbed74e127ac2113e79a19a8a6683f13750de1cb60d58661cc34269797ec00d5e

Whitelist DxSale addresses

https://testnet.bscscan.com/tx/0x544f9c97a28e7c46c49cd2d56e51b4dc321fb0f8f0fbbc23a1c1e015393f1e18

Transfer from owner

https://testnet.bscscan.com/tx/0x13418a2fcb2011a5749d896d546724babacea66c8d38fa99dcac213175ad90f7

DxSale Deposit Tokens

https://testnet.bscscan.com/tx/0xd8c7bab83816d03cdacbb5a60db27616dfa0045f76b2f6f420a28d1661a8b471

DxSale Contribution

https://testnet.bscscan.com/tx/0x1d6768663fcf066ff55684796be3d9a52cdccf0bbce41be26dbd7f2cd52bffa2

DxSale Finalization and pcs listing

https://testnet.bscscan.com/tx/0xfc0ec015de805b2167cd790add40a0477ad201bcec787eb8e493ff5362b23b5b

DxSale Claim Tokens

https://testnet.bscscan.com/tx/0x7e1c0512aebac18487294e7787d77590573c7eede137a5a05fde97bbfca72523
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FINDINGS
High severity issues
No high severity issues

Medium severity issues
No medium severity issues

Low severity issues
No low severity issues

Reccomendations
It is recommended to keep the ownership to better manage the contract, we recommend to lock
team tokens (if there are any) and to lock the liquidity.
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CONCLUSION
Tokethetoken Smart-Contract was audited and tested, it works properly, the contract can be
used in production.
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DISCLAIMER
By reading this report or any part of it, you agree to the terms of this Disclaimer.This report is
provided for information purposes only and on a non-reliance basis and does not constitute
investment advice. No one shall have any right to rely on the report or its contents and Snipe.Finance owns no duty of care towards you or any other person, nor does Snipe.finance make any
warranty or representation to any person on the accuracy or completeness of the report.
The report is provided as is, without any conditions, warranties or other terms of any kind except as set out in this disclaimer, Snipe.Finance hereby excludes all representations, warranties,
conditions and other terms, Snipe.Finance hereby excludes all liability and responsibility and neither you nor any other person shall have any claim against Snipe.Finance for any amount or kind
of loss or damage that may result to you or any other person( including without limitation, any
direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or pure economic loss or damages, or any loss of
income, profits, goodwill, data, contracts, use of money, or business interruption, and water in
delict, tort(including without limitations negligence), contract, breach of statutory duty, misinterpretation (weather innocent or negligent) or otherwise under any claim of any nature whatsoever in any jurisdiction ) in any way arising from or connected with this report and the use, inability
to use or the results of use of this report, and any reliance on this report.
This report should not be used in any way to make decisions around investment or involvement
with any particular project. This report in no way provides investment advice, nor should be leveraged as investment advice of any sort. This report represents an extensive assessing process
intended to help our customers increase the quality of their code while reducing the high level of
risk presented by cryptographic tokens and blockchain technology.
Blockchain technology and cryptographic assets present a high level of ongoing risk. Snipe.
Financeʼs positions that each company and individual are responsible for their own due diligence
and continuous security. Snipe.Financeʼs goal is to help reduce the attack vectors and the high
level of variance associated with utilizing new and consistently changing technologies, and in no
way claims any guarantee of security or functionality of the technology we agree to analyze.
The analysis of the security is purely based on the smart contracts alone. No applications or operations were reviewed for security. No product code has been reviewed.
technologies, and in no way claims any guarantee of security or functionality of the technology we agree to
analyze.
The analysis of the security is purely based on the smart contracts alone. No applications or operations were
reviewed for security. No product code has been reviewed.

